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FACE THE NATION

10/07/18 Guests: Senator Susan Collins (R-ME) (1); Scott Pelley, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (2); Senator Mitch 
McConnell (R-KY), Senate Majority Leader (3); Seung Min Kim, The Washington Post (4); John Harris, Politico 
(4); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Chief Congressional Correspondent (4); Erroll Barnett, CBS News Correspondent 
(5); Greg Miller, The Washington Post, author, “The Apprentice: Trump, Russia and the Subversion of American 
Democracy” (6)
Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING
1) Topics include: supplemental FBI investigation into the sexual assault allegations against Brett Kavanaugh / 
Senator Collins’ inability to conclude that Brett Kavanaugh was Dr. Christine Blasey Ford’s assailant / questions of 
Judge Kavanaugh’s temperament / Republican Senator Lisa Murkowski’s decision to vote no on his confirmation / 
Senator Collins’ faith in new Supreme Court Justice Kavanaugh / impact of this process on sexual assault survivors / 
belief that some Democrats wanted to use Dr. Blasey Ford
2) a preview of Mr. Pelley’s 60 MINUTES interview with Democratic Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota
3) Topics include: clarification of who the ‘mob’ is, when he thanked them for energizing the Republican base / 
Republican Senator Murkowski’s vote against Judge Kavanaugh / Democratic Senator Joe Manchin’s vote to 
confirm Judge Kavanaugh / the bill that would change the rules for investigation sexual assault in the Senate / 
reaction from Democrats on how this process was handled / partisanship associated with Supreme Court nominees
4) Topics include: nomination process and eventual confirmation of Justice Kavanaugh / impact on the midterm 
elections / Senate Leader Mitch McConnell / partisanship with respect to the Supreme Court
5) a report from Seoul, South Korea on Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s trip to the region
6) Topics include: indictments related to Russian hacking and the Olympics / Mr. Miller’s book / Trump 
administration’s focus on China / how President Trump interacts with his national security officials

10/14/18 Guests: Lesley Stahl, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (2); Senator Chris Van Hollen 
(D-MD) (3); Senator Ben Sasse (R-NE), author, “Them: Why We Hate Each Other -- and How to Heal” (4); 
Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections  and Surveys Director (5); Susan Glasser, The New Yorker (6); Susan Page, 
USA Today (6); Jonah Goldberg, National Review (6)
Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING
1) a preview of Ms. Stahl’s 60 MINUTES interview with President Donald Trump
2) Topics include: conditions in Florida after Hurricane Michael; accusations against the government of Saudi 
Arabia for the murder of Saudi dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi consulate in Turkey / moral 
position taken by President Trump to the allegations; climate change
3) Topics include: reaction to Senator Rubio’s position on climate change; narrow path to a Democratic Senate 
majority; reaction from Senator Van Hollen’s constituents in the wake of the Kavanaugh confirmation / response to 
Republican Senator Mitch McConnell’s belief that behavior exhibited by Democrats during the confirmation process 
energized Republicans; midterm elections / discussions within the Democratic Party on how to respond to President 
Trump
4) an interview with Senator Sasse on his new book, “Them: Why We Hate Each Other -- and How to Heal”
5) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of recent poll results on the battle for the House of Representatives, the 
question of enthusiasm for Democrats and Republicans and the impact of the Kavanaugh hearing and President 
Trump on voters
6) Topics include: Jamal Khashoggi / Trump administration’s relationship with Saudi Arabia; resignation 
announcement from United Nations Ambassador Nikki Haley; USA Today op-ed from President Trump on health 
care / midterm elections
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

10/21/18 PREEMPTION

10/28/18 Guests: Nikki Battiste, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator James Lankford (R-OK) (2); Senator Chris Coons 
(D-DE) (3); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House of Representatives (4); Representative Elise 
Stefanik (R-NY) (4); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections  and Surveys Director (5); Susan Page, USA Today 
(6); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6); Lanhee 
Chenn, Hoover Institution (6); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (7)
Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING
1) a report from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on yesterday’s mass shooting at the Tree of Life Synagogue
2) Topics include: rise in anti-Semitic violence in the United States / linking the mass shooting in Pittsburgh to 
President Trump’s narrative claim about the caravan coming from Central America / threat from domestic terrorism 
/ social media rhetoric / President Trump’s use of social media
3) Topics include: rise in anti-Semitic violence in the United States / need for those in public life to take 
responsibility for ‘the caustic tone of our national politics’ / President Trump’s contribution to the tone / role of 
heated rhetoric in encouraging some to take action; assassination of journalist Jamal Khashoggi
4) Topics include: Speaker Ryan’s claim that that the media does not cover Congress’s bipartisan achievements / 
President Trump’s role in sowing division / tribal identity politics / Representative Stefanik’s belief that ‘this 
election is going to be focused on results versus resistance’ / President Trump’s efforts to reach out to Democrats
5) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of recent poll results on key Senate races in Florida, Indiana and 
Arizona / role of health care / impact of President Trump on voters / negative partisanship
6) Topics include: reaction to President Trump’s claim that the mass shooting in Pittsburgh was ‘unimaginable’ / 
political tribalism / need for politicians and the President to accept additional responsibility / looking to elected 
officials as moral leaders / radicalization of issues by both political parties / institutional response and policy 
response to the rise in domestic terrorism / impact of gun control and other policy issues on the midterm elections
7) an excerpt of an interview taped earlier today with Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif on his 
government’s view on the U.S.-Saudi alliance

60 MINUTES

10/07/18 “The Kavanaugh Vote” – an interview with Senator Susan Collins (R-ME) and Senator Heidi Heitkamp (D-ND), 
who both explain their critical votes for and against, respectively, Judge Brett Kavanaugh's confirmation to the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Collins discusses the internet donation campaign against a potential opponent; Heitkamp talks about 
how her initial decision changed. (See also: “The Compromise”, OAD: 09/30/18) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Andy Court, 
Ashley Velie, Howard L. Rosenberg)
“John Green” – an interview/profile of writer John Green, best-selling author of numerous young adult novels. 
Green discusses his YouTube stardom, success, and mental illness (OCD and anxiety), a topic that his books attempt 
to destigmatize and normalize for teenagers. Includes interviews with: Sarah Urist Green, wife; five unidentified but 
self-labelled “nerd fighters,” young attendees at the VidCom conference created by Green; Hank Green, brother. (C: 
Jon Wertheim – P: Sarah Koch, Chrissy Jones)
“The Pavarotti of Pasta” – an interview/ profile of Massimo Bottura, famed Italian chef and owner of Osteria 
Francescana in Modena, Italy. Once met with backlash over his deconstructionist take on the classic regional 
cuisine, Bottura now operates the number one restaurant in the world as well as numerous refettorios, or soup 
kitchens that feed the poor and alleviate food waste. Includes interviews with: Lara Gilmore, his wife. (C: Lesley 
Stahl – P: Richard Bonin, Sabina Castelfranco)
The Mail - selected viewer comments on the first broadcast of the fifty-first season: “The Compromise”, “Inside 
The Epidemic” and “Paul McCartney” (OAD: 09/30/18)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

10/14/18 “President Trump” - an interview with President Donald Trump, conducted at the White House on Thursday, 
10/11/18 -- nearly two years after he was first elected. Topics of the wide-ranging conversation included: his 
reluctance to confirm the existence of global warning despite the onslaught of hurricanes in the U.S.; the newly 
reported disappearance of Washington Post reporter Jamal Khashoggi in Saudi Arabia; trade deals in China; 
Trump’s amicable relationship with controversial leaders Kim Jong-un of North Korea and Vladimir Putin of 
Russia. President Trump also addresses his sole regret: exiting NAFTA too late; and opines the treatment he 
receives from the press. He stands by his immigration tactics and his treatment of the Judge Brett Kavanaugh 
accuser Dr. Christine Blasey Ford. (See also: “The Republican Ticket”, OAD: 07/17/16; and “The 45th President”, 
OAD: 11/13/16) (C: Lesley Stahl – Producers listed at the beginning of Part I and Part II: Ruth Streeter, Richard 
Bonin, Graham Messick; Producers listed at the end of Part I: Ayesha Siddiqi, Kaylee Tully, Jack Weingart) 
DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT
“The Photo Ark” – a profile of National Geographic photographer Joel Sartore who travels the world to try and 
capture a photo of every living species in captivity. Includes comments by his daughter Ellen. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: 
Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz)
UPDATE: “The War Against Women” (OAD: 01/13/08); “The Islamic State” (OAD: 09/21/14)

10/21/18 “Genetic Genealogy” – a report on the new tool (“genetic genealogy”) combining high-tech DNA analysis with 
more traditional family genealogy methods that has been integral to solving crimes, especially cold-cases including 
the “Golden State Killer.” Investigators on a whim submitted the suspect’s DNA to a public database, a free open 
source website created and used by genealogy enthusiasts/hobbyists to find a family relation, which eventually led to 
his arrest.  While more cold cases have been solved, the new method raises the issue of DNA ethics, reliability and 
lack of standards in a burgeoning field. Includes interviews with Paul Holes, cold case investigator; Curtis Rogers, 
CEO, GEDMatch; Cece Moore, genealogist, Parabon NanoLabs; Jim Scharf, cold case detective; Brian Martin, Fort 
Wayne homicide detective; Steve Armentrout, CEO, Parabon NanoLabs. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Michael Karzis)
“Off The Rails” – a report on New York City’s sprawling, centuries-old subway system and the man tasked with 
fixing it, Andy Byford, the Metropolitan Transit Authority’s new president. Byford addresses his plan to modernize 
the subway system by computerization and replacement of old signaling systems to alleviate delays and ease 
ridership amid financial challenges, politics, and disgruntled passengers. Includes interviews with: Andy Byford, 
President, NYC Transit Authority, MTA; Rakiya Spady, train operator; Melvin Wright, train operator and Cheryl 
Nicholson, train conductor; Haley Dragoo, Twitter Division, Rail Control Center, MTA. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc 
Lieberman)
“Fly Like An Eagle” – an interview/ profile of falconer Lauren McGough, a young woman from Oklahoma who 
travelled to the Mongolian steppe in Central Asia to learn the traditional ways of hunting with eagles from Kazakh 
nomads, themselves a dying breed. Includes interviews with: Chukan, eagle hunter; and Ouni, eagle hunter. (C: 
Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young, Katie Kerbstat)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

10/28/18 “Inside the Secret Archive” - a report on the discovery of documents kept by the Catholic diocese in Buffalo, New 
York detailing sexual accusations against priests and how they were ignored by Bishop Richard Malone, who failed 
to act; and a first time television interview with the whistleblower who anonymously exposed this information. The 
Buffalo diocese is under federal investigation. Bishop Richard Malone refuses to resign and accused priests remain 
part of the Catholic Church. Includes interviews with: Siobhan O’Connor, whistleblower and former executive 
assistant to Bishop Malone; Father Bob Zilliox, former Bishop’s counsel; and Paul Snyder, hotel owner/Deacon, 
Buffalo Diocese. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Guy Campanile, Lucy Boyd)
“America’s War Against ISIS” - a report on the current state of the war on ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) and the city of 
Raqqa, Syria, which continues to rebuild since the terrorist group lost control of it last year. With the aid of U.S. 
weapons and training, Syrian Democratic Forces (SDP), a civilian militia consisting of mostly Kurds and many 
women, has taken back a third of the country. While they protect U.S. forces, and keep the world safe from 
potentially dangerous extremists by holding ISIS detainees, the city struggles in a state of uncertainty, lacking 
civilian aid. Includes interviews with: Leila Mustafa, head of civilian counsel of Raqqa; General Mazlum Kobane, 
SDP leader; Senators Jean Shaheen (D-NH) and Lindsay Graham (R-SC ); Adrien Guihal, ISIS detainee. (C: Holly 
Williams – P: Keith Sharman, Omar Abdulkader)
“Jaap” – a profile / interview of Jaap van Zweden, the new conductor of the New York Philharmonic. The 
Dutchman who quit his post as first chair violinist to pursue conducting at age 37 was a surprise pick to lead the 
storied orchestra. Includes interviews with: Deborah Borda, president of New York Philharmonic; his wife, Aaltja; 
and comments by his son Benjamin. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson)
The Mail - selected viewer comments on last week’s broadcast and praise for what they didn’t see -- politics.

48 HOURS

10/06/18 48 HOURS: “Hollywood Horror Story” – a report on the brutal murder of Iana Kasian, a woman killed by a 
perpetrator who left the crime scene like something out of a graphic novel.  Kasian, a tax attorney, in what seemed 
like a charmed life, immigrated to the United States to be a translator. While living in California, she met Blake 
Leibel, the son of a wealthy Canadian real estate family. He lived a complicated life, but longed to make it big in the 
Hollywood film industry. Almost a year before he met Kasian he was obsessed with the notion that his family would 
be harmed by someone tied to his brother Cody, who had big gambling debts. At the time Kasian was killed, Leibel 
was divorcing his wife, living with Kasian and his newborn daughter Diana. He was also romantically involved with 
another woman. Kasian’s mother, Olga Kasian, became concerned when she could not reach her daughter.  She 
called the police, who eventually gained access to the home she shared with Leibel -- authorities were shocked by 
what they found. Leibel was barricaded inside a bedroom and Kasian was discovered dead in the bathroom. Her 
body covered with a blanket, she was extremely pale, and she was scalped. It was a horrible, sadistic killing, just like 
a scene in one of Leibel’s movies. Police arrested Leibel. Investigation led to the discovery that Kasian’s body was 
drained of blood. It took 6-8 hours for her to die. Leibel stood trial and the scenes from his graphic novel and the 
film he directed took center stage. He was found guilty of first-degree murder without parole. On-screen text 
graphic: Olga has filed a wrongful death lawsuit against Blake Leibel. Any proceeds would go to Diana. Diana is an 
American citizen. Olga is still hoping to raise her in the United States. Interviewed:  Scott Johnson (Hollywood 
Reporter writer/48 HOURS consultant); Olga Kasian (mother); Jake Finkel (Kasian family attorney); Jake 
Edminston (National Post reporter/48 HOURS consultant);  Rob Martindale and William Cotter (Los Angeles 
County Sheriff’s Department investigators); Leslie Thompson (Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department crime scene 
specialist); Kris Mohandie (forensic psychologist/48 HOURS consultant). (C: Maureen Maher – P: Alec Sirken, 
Gayane Keshishyan Mendez)
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48 HOURS (continued)

10/13/18 48 HOURS: “Dead Ringer” - a report about former pro boxer Ramon Sosa, the potential victim in a murder-for-
hire scheme, who with the help of law enforcement agents, managed to survive -- all the while setting up a sting 
operation to catch those responsible. Sosa owned the popular Woodlands Boxing and Fitness in Montgomery 
County, Texas. He had a family and a beautiful second wife who helped him run their booming business. After six 
years together, things began to sour between Sosa and his wife -- he learned of a divorce attorney and missing 
money from the business. And then someone wanted him dead. A friend of Sosa’s named Mundo, who worked out 
at the gym, overheard Sosa’s wife Lulu and was sure she had murder on her mind. They came up with a sting 
operation to protect the boxer, in which Mundo posed as a hit man. When they had evidence, they contacted the 
police, who then took over the case. Mundo still played along, agreeing to kill Sosa, and provided photographic 
proof of the death. Police staged the death scene, with Sosa’s “dead body” photographed in a ditch with a bullet hole 
in the head. Lulu Sosa was arrested, and claimed she was innocent. She was charged with solicitation of capital 
murder. After 15 months, she gave up the fight and agreed to a plea deal to reduced charges and twenty years in 
prison. On-screen text graphic: Lulu Sosa comes up for parole once a year. This past Tuesday, she was denied 
parole for a second time. Interviewed: Ramon Sosa; “Mundo”; Beth Blair (friend of the Sosa’s); Raul Marquez 
(former Olympic boxer/friend of Ramon’s); Natasha Flores (friend of Lulu’s); Julio Joglar (Lulu’s divorce attorney); 
Mike Atkins (Lieutenant, Precinct Three Constable’s Office, Montgomery, County, Texas). (C: Peter Van Sant – P: 
Susan Mallie, Jennifer Terker, Claire St. Amant)

10/20/18 48 HOURS: “The Fitbit Alibi” (9:00 – 10:00p) – a report on the groundbreaking 2016 murder case of  Nicole 
Vander Heyden that was solved using 21st century technology. Vander Heyden went out with her live-in boyfriend 
Doug Detrie and other friends for a night on the town in Green Bay, Wisconsin and never made it home. A day later, 
she was found beaten and strangled in a field. Her live-in boyfriend became the prime suspect and was arrested 
because he had separated from the group during the barhopping and went home without Nicole. Detrie was wearing 
a Fitbit device and the data recorded during the time of Vander Heyden’s murder corroborated with what Detrie had 
told police, therefore clearing him of suspicion. He was released 18 days after his arrest. Over the next several 
months, clothes and other items found at the murder scene were processed by the police for DNA, which led police 
to George Steven Burch, a man who had moved from Virginia to Green Bay for a fresh start. Burch was questioned 
about a hit-and-run and had handed over his cell phone to police. The phone was an Android device with a Google 
account, which stores and tracks a person’s exact location within Google’s servers and is viewed with a tool called 
Google Dashboard. Investigators got a warrant to view Burch’s account and discovered that on the night of the 
murder, the data tracked him to Nicole’s house – the crime scene – where he stayed for nearly an hour. He was 
arrested and charged with first-degree intentional homicide. On February 19, 2018, George Burch went on trial for 
Nicole’s murder. The technology evidence from Fitbit and Google played an important part of the proceedings. Also 
in the courtroom, the sister and fiancé of Joey White, a man Burch killed in Virginia twenty years ago. Neither is 
surprised that Burch is on trial again. Only this time, they hope he is found guilty, and is not acquitted. It took the 
jury three hours to find Burch guilty. On-screen text graphic: Doug Detrie continues to raise Dylan, now two. 
George Burch will be sentenced on May 4, 2018. He faces life in prison. Interviewed: Vicki and Brandon Meyer 
(Nicole’s mother and brother); Brian Slinger and Richard Loppnow (Police Sergeants); Kate Briquelet (journalist); 
Shawn Vander Heyden (Nicole’s former brother-in-law); Tiffany Hoffman (Nicole’s friend); and Shayna Stowe and 
Carla Rhods (fiancé and sister of Joey White). (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Resa Matthews, Mary Ann Rotondi, Marc B. 
Goldbaum, Stephanie Slifer) (OAD: 03/24/18)
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48 HOURS (continued)

10/20/18 48 HOURS: “Cold-Blooded Killer” (10:00 - 11:00p) – a report about Mike Williams, a missing Florida man who 
was believed to have been eaten by alligators in December 2000, and his mother’s belief that something sinister 
happened. Williams, a successful real estate appraiser, left home to go duck hunting on Lake Seminole on his sixth 
wedding anniversary. When he did not return home, his wife Denise started looking for him. A massive search 
ensued. It ended after 44 days with Williams listed as “still missing.” People wondered if he had run off. After six 
months, his waders, hunting license and a flashlight were discovered at the lake and another explanation was 
offered: he was eaten by alligators. Mike’s mother, Cheryl Williams, always believed there was more to the story. 
For nine years, she wrote to the governor of Florida urging him to re-open the case. She even contacted wildlife 
experts, who told her that alligators do not feed in cold winter months. In the meantime, Denise Williams moved on 
with her life, cashed in life insurance policies and completely cut off contact with Mike’s mother. She eventually 
married Mike’s best friend Brian Winchester. Seven years later, the re-opened investigation led to suspicions that 
both Cheryl and Brian were involved, but police could do nothing because they were married to each other. Soon 
after, their marriage disintegrated. Police saw an opportunity when Brian cracked after assaulting and kidnapping 
Denise, to which he pleaded guilty and cut a deal with prosecutors: he finally admitted to killing Mike Williams. 
Brian revealed the location of the body, with the understanding he that would not be charged with murder. He said it 
was all Denise’s idea -- she was not willing to be divorced, but wanted to be with Brian. She was arrested and 
charged with murder and is currently awaiting trial. On-screen text graphic: Denise Williams is scheduled to stand 
trial for the murder of her husband on December 10, 2018. Mike and Denise's daughter is nineteen and in college. 
She is said to be close with Denise's sisters. Interviewed: David Arnette and Alton Ranew (Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement officers);  Scott and Anessa Dungey (Mike’s high school friends); Clay and Pattie Ketcham 
(Mike’s real estate appraiser/co-worker and wife); Brett Ketcham (high school friend); Jennifer Portman (48 
HOURS Consultant/journalist, Tallahassee Democrat); Matt Aresco (alligator expert); Derrick Webster (Jackson 
County Sheriff’s Office); Tim Jansen (Winchester’s attorney); Ethan Way (Denise Williams’ attorney) (C: Richard 
Schlesinger – P: Josh Gelman, Jaime Hellman)

10/27/18 PREEMPTION

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL

10/07/18 “How We Remember” – an interfaith special examining the ways we choose to remember our shared history and 
why. Featured: (1) Three years after a white supremacist murdered eight congregants and their pastor at Charleston’s 
Mother Emanuel AME Church, the congregation grapples with both the memory of loss and the struggle against 
white supremacy in America. Following the massacre, Dr. Maxine Smith, a life-long member of Mother Emanuel 
AME Church, was a key liaison between the public and the church, and is now a leader on the memorial steering 
committee. She discusses the meaning of remembrance in her community and why the congregation decided to 
memorialize the death of its members. New York-based architect Michael Arad was chosen to design a memorial 
that will honor the lives of the nine slain members as well as the survivors. The Reverend Eric Manning, pastor of 
Mother Emanuel AME Church, discusses the resilience of the community, the legacy of white supremacy in 
America and why we need to remember. Also includes comments from Lee Bennett, Jr., Mother Emanuel AME 
Church Historian. (2) Historian and public scholar Judith Dupre, author of the 2007 book Monuments: America’s 
History in Art and Memory, discusses the history of monuments in America and why remembering is a part of the 
human condition. (3) Just blocks away from the September 11 memorial, the last vestiges of what was once Little 
Syria, one of America’s most religiously diverse neighborhoods and the epicenter of the Arab literary movement, is 
threatened by the sprawl of skyscrapers erected in a recent construction boom. Joseph Svehlak is a tour guide and 
member of the Friends of the Lower West Side, a group of activists whose mission it is to preserve and landmark 
historic buildings in the former Little Syria region. Also featured is Todd Fine, a historian and co-founder of Save 
Washington Street, a coalition of preservationists and concerned citizens formed to protect the historic legacy of the 
Lower West Side. (Narrator: Rolland Smith. Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: Jennie 
Kamin. Director & Senior Executive Producer: John P. Blessington. Produced in consultation with Interfaith 
organizations, clergy, and Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Islamic, and Sikh scholars.)
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CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST

10/08/18 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: President Trump Hosts Judge Brett Kavanaugh For Ceremonial U.S. 
Supreme Court Swearing-In (7:00 – 7:31pm, ET) - live coverage of the ceremonial swearing-in of Brett 
Kavanaugh to the U.S. Supreme Court in the East Room of the White House. He was officially sworn in Saturday 
evening. After a statement from President Trump, the judicial oath was administered by the Honorable Anthony M. 
Kennedy (retired). Followed by a statement from Justice Kavanaugh. Correspondents: John Dickerson (anchor, 
NY); Chip Reid (White House).

* * * * 


